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It provides the illusion of having traveled a great and remarkable distance.  Arriving at the top of 
the stairs, wandering into each neat and sparse room, breathing in the stillness and quiet that is in 
contrast to the busyness of the quarters below, offers a gift of aloneness.  And peace.  Sunlight, 
jeweled in dust motes, intrudes through a lightly curtained window, and the scene outside is one 
that birds may take for granted—tops of trees and houses, narrowed streets and fields perfected 
as if in a child’s picture book.  It is difficult to move myself from inertia to the task of picking up 
the library book and descending the stairs. 
 
I was afraid as a child of five or six, but as a Navy brat, it was imperative that I show confidence 
in climbing the tall, nearly vertical stairs—nautically, they are called ladders—of many ships.  
Huge gray beasts moored dockside, stamped with giant white hull numbers, anchor chains thick 
and taut.  Staring from the dock caused vertigo, awe, fear of sudden movement, even of the 
lapping of the dark harbor water against the ship or barnacle-crusted pilings. My father, one of 
the ship’s officers, barked that I mustn’t look down or up, only straight ahead as I navigated the 
ladder along the ship’s bulk, which steadied my eyes and my nerves.  I obeyed the words so 
many years later when I started up the first wooden ladder to the dwellings in the rock side.  
Toward the kivas I seemed pulled to with inner motivation I didn’t understand.  I am afraid of 
heights, as were others that day, remarking that they would experience Mesa Verde from terra 
firma.  The immense gray rock structure, the imagined—really?—smell of wood fire, the 
baffling message that something good was at the end of the network of tall, vertical ladders 
forced me to look straight ahead, the rock wall almost too close for me to focus.  Often, in my 
own house that has no upstairs, I close my eyes and can still smell the kivas, feel the cold stone 
of the narrow, pitted walkways, hear the swish of pinyon pine needles in the wind. 
 
The gray, wooden steps clung to and climbed the outer brick of the tall house that had once been 
Nanny’s and my great-uncle’s home.  They led to an apartment above the house, where old Mrs. 
Worley, a widow, had lived.  Nanny, a widow, lived there now.  These steps were different from 
the ships’ ladders.  They did not face the brick wall.  Instead, they were built perpendicular to the 
bricks, and as I started up, in the summer after first grade, I found no steadying point.  My sister 
attempted cartwheels in Nanny’s back yard, my grandmother hung fluttering sheets at her 
clothesline next door, tree branches swayed, and the travelling clouds tricked me into believing I 
was tipping toward and over the outside rail.  My dear Nanny, though, was up there, waiting for 
me.  I pictured her sitting in her comfy overstuffed chair, she a bit overstuffed and always 
comfortable.  I shut my eyes, felt my way, and slowly climbed. 
 
By the time I reached her door, my head didn’t seem to fit on quite right.  There she was, though, 
my large great-aunt who wore large jewelry and smelled of heavy perfume.  Who in her younger 
years parted her thick hair in the middle and trained one curl to fall in the middle of her forehead.  
Who in her later years, at my suggestion, burned incense and bayberry candles.  The apartment 
smelled of cinnamon, baked rolls, and oldness.  Her fragile, pink-glass wine glasses and decanter 
caught the kitchen window’s sunlight and exploded prism rainbows on the walls.  Her reliable 
cuckoo announced the hour and snapped back behind its doors.  The front room’s rich curtains 
and thick rugs cut us off from the world.  Despite the summer’s warmth, I burrowed into the 
pillows on her settee.  She sat, hugged me, pulled a flop of curls off my face.  For a time, the 



only sound was the ticking clock and our breathing.  Then she said, “There. Shall we read a book 
now?”   


